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Forum blasts
Regents' Plan
By John Lake

N»wipUtoby Jim Fladlar

DR. SHELDON HALPERN associate
professor of English, moderated a public
forum that discussed the highly con-

troversial Regents Master Plan here
yesterday.

A lack of financial information was
but one of the criticisms leveled at the
proposed Master Plan of the Ohio Board
of Regents during a public hearing on the
plan held yesterday at the Union,
The discussion was led by Dr. Sheldon
Halpern. associate professor of English,
who described the financial section of the
plan as "glaringly absent."
Halpern's statement was made in
response to a comment offered by a
member of the audience, who claimed
that "this report is all backward".
"The first place we need to start with
is financial support" heargued . "This
plan talks about problems, size, and
number of students, but until we know
how much money we can work with,
we're wasting our time talking to the
Board of Regents. We should be talking to

Director receives committee approval

Eco agency is reality
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
came into formal existence yesterday
while its first chief was receiving Senate
committee endorsement.
It marked completion of a year of
restructuring of federal environment
functions-with still more restructuring
probably lying ahead.
The Senate Public Works Committee
gave unanimous approval to William D.
Ruckelshaus as directed of EPA. Early
Senate confirmation is expected for
Ruckelshaus, an Indianan who now is an
assistant attorney general.
The administration is known to be
considering further changes-particularly
in the management of federal land and of
energy resources.
It recognizes, at least in theory, that
some environment problems may
eventually require the development of

entirely new kinds of political institutions.
The reorganization began on the first
day of the year, when President Nixon
signed into law the 1969 Environmental
Policy Act, setting up a three-member
Council on Environmental Quality as
advisers to the President.
On July 9, Nixon proposed executive
reorganization plans for the creation of
EPA and a National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
NOAA, to guide development of ocean
resources, was established Oct. 3 as a
branch of the Commerce Department.
EPA, the independent agency
established yesterday, assembles from
the Interior Department, Agriculture
Department, Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, and the Atomic
Energy Commission the federal efforts to
control air- and water- pollution.

pesticides, solid wastes and radiation.
But even when he proposed these
changes, Nixon said he had received
recommendations for additional
reorganizations.
John Whittaker, a top White House

raises fund alarm
WASHINGTON (AP) - A report from
the National Academy of Sciences raised
an alarm Wednesday about retrenchment in funds for research in the life
sciences dealing with the nature of man
and his environment.
It said this is the fourth consecutive
fiscal year in which financial support has
either remained constant or declined in
constant dollars and adds: "This system
is experiencing a sense of crisis."
It urged the federal government to
support science "on a scale commensurate with the magnitude and scope

ya

THIS YEAR'S University Christmas Tree came from
nearby Waterville. It was donated to the University
because it was in an undesirable location. Maintenance
crews cut the tree and moved it to the University.

one on which a large number of the
student body does not live.
"What the document detects is a need
for educational institutions within
commuting distance of metropolitan
areas" added Hapern.
In response to the statements made by
Halpern, Dean Eriksen, College of Arts
and Sciences, shot back "I think that we
need a lot more information gathered in a
more objective manner than has been
done in this report. The thesis that the
residential campus is more prone to
disturbance is not conclusive in this
report."
"These are not my contentions"
replied Dr. Halpern. "I am merely
trying to Interpret what I feel to be the
reasoning behind this matter."
Dean Erikson said he agrees with
Halpern's interpretations, adding that
the number of students, unfortunately,
supplies the money we need to offer
quality education. "If you limit the
residential on this thesis, you're on
shaky ground."
Dr. Haipern noted earlier in the
meeting that the Master Plan '71 was
prepared during the past year. It is
designed as a suggested guide for
legislators in planning for higher
education in the seventies, and is intended to replace the Master Plan of 1964
Dr. Halpern announced a forthcoming
series of public hearings to be held in
Columbus concerning the Master Plan.
The first of these will be held next
Monday.

Academy report

See

N...ph«. by Jftf FlWIw

aide on environmental matters, told a
newsman, "The big thing this
reorganization leaves out is land use."
Control of federal land-one-third of the
nation is now divided among the
Departments of Interior, Agriculture,
and Defense, and other agencies.

the state legislators."
Dr. Halpern agreed with the charges,
adding "the plan tells us how support is
to be used, but doesn't specify how it is to
be financed. This situation lies in the
hands of the Governor and the state
legislators."
It was further charged that the
Master Plan offered preferential
treatment to campuses in metropolitan
areas, rather than to residential campuses such as BG, particularly in the
area of enrollment limitations.
"Very definitely," answered Dr.
Halpern. "Under this plan, growth inpublic institutions of higher education
should take place in two types: the 2 year
school and the urban university."
"The Board of Regents seems to feel
that residential universities, that is,
universities where a majority of the
students Uve at the campus, are about as
large as they should be because of three
factors."
"The first is that the urban university
can afford an education to that segment of
the population which is most in need of it-the commuting urban student of limited
means." continued Dr. Halpern.
"Then there is the facilities factor. It
costs less money to expand a university
where students don't have to be provided
with a residential community as well as
an academic one."
Halpern cited the third factor as being
the belief among some persons that the
residential campus has proven to be
more vulnerable to student disorder than

Friday's edition of The News
will be the last of this quarter.
Included in this issue wUl be a
Literary Supplement.
An added feature will be the
story of the Bowling Green String
Quartet that recently performed
at New York City's Lincoln
Center.
We plan to continue next
quarter "Fifth Edition," our
magazine-format Monday
edition.
This edition has been a
departure from the traditional
news format used in the other
four editions each week and
reader
comments
and
suggestions are welcomed.
We feel the "Fifth Edition" is
not restricted In subject matter
and scope and intend to present
coverage again next quarter on
topics of local, regional and
national significance.
The News will resume
publications on January 6 of the
new year.
Good luck on finals.

of those national aspirations that can be
achieved only by further scientific understanding."
"We think it is not in the national
interest to watch this system decay for
lack of supporting funds," Philip Handler, chairman of the academy, said in
releasing the report.
The report is the result of a four-year
study by a committee of academy
members, most of them connected with
universities and medical and technology
schools. It cost abouut (200,000.
The academy, an organization of
scientists and engineers, is not a
government agency but it advises the
government in matters of science and
technology.
The life sciences report covers topics
such as population, environment,
medicine and health and biological
research.
Handler, at a news conference, called
It "a report to the nation."
He estimated it would take about 1250
million more a year over a period of
years to fill the gap in funds needed for
life science research.
Figures in the report show that
federal support of research in the life
sciences was about $640 million in 1968
but about $500 million in constant dollars.
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STARVING SURVIVORS of the recent Bay of Bengal
cyclone scramble for food Monday in Char Chubdia, East
Pakistan, as helicopter drops supplies. After previous
helicopters with food were mobbed, on the ground, the U.S.
Army aircraft resorted to dropping the supplies from
aloft.

Village site proposed
By Chris Flowers
Staff Reporter
Twenty-five acres of land located
behind the Bowling Green Holiday Inn
has been proposed as a future site of the
Greek Village, the News learned
yesterday.
According to Ray Clarke, Greek
Village board of trustees president, a
firm has submitted a proposal to develop
the tract and build the houses on it. He has
also arranged financing, Clarke said.
Doug Valentine, who constructed the
apartment complex presently occupied
by Beta Theta Pi fraternity has also
expressed interest in the project.
Clarke said the corporation has talked
1

to a number of other developers, adding
that they, too were working out financial
arrangements.
He explained that this process would
take a considerable amount of time due
to the large sum involved - estimated
between $3 and $4 million.
A meeting with President Moore, the
Greek Village Corp. officals and other
university officials has been set for Dec.
16, to discuss the matter and Clarke said
no definite plans will be considered until
then.
He added that the corporation is still
"most interested in hearing from any
party interested in submitting a
proposal."
The Greek Village Corp., founded

more than two years ago, originally
planned to buy at least 40 acres of land to
be divided into tracts and developed
Individually by the greek members.
However, plans were stalled while a
successor to former University President
Jerome was being sought. Earlier this
fall the corporation decided to abondon
its attempts to purchase University land.
It then turned to outside developers.
The Betas were the first fraternity to
move off campus, occupying the
Valentine complex this fall. In September, Delta Upsilon Indicated plans to
follow in the exodus, announcing they,
too, will construct a house on nonUniversity property.
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'Yikes! Those North Vietnamese Are Sure
Riled About SOMETHING!'
i

rhodes' bombshell

the people's convention

Governor Rhodes has finally come up with a plan for
cutting down the cost of higher learning in the state of
Ohio.
One might think that the soon-to-be former Governor
has devised a plan for re-vamping the distribution of tax
dollars giving education a necessarily higher priority. But
such is not the case.
The Governor has concluded that by knocking off a year
of the time required to receive a BA degree, higher
education costs would also be reduced by one-fourth.
"We have to get the boy and girl productive as soon as
possible," was Rhodes' reasoning. Not men and women,
mind you, but boys and girls. And the Governor seems to
view education as an assembly-line procedure.
Rhodes did say that "It's |ust something I've been
kicking around for eight years." So we can at least hope
that he wasn't really serious. And If It took him eight years
to come up with that, how can he expect students to work
out their life careers In three?
If the governor was serious, we should all breathe a
sigh of relief that he will be leaving office in January. Such
a theory of lower quality degrees for the sake of speeded
up "productivity" (whatever that means) is absurd.

revamped rails
The 'Rallpax' proposal is a tentative plan revealed by
Secretary of Transportation John A. Volpe that is designed
to improve routes not wanted by the railroads and to encourage passenger train service.
The plan consists of'a coast-to-coast network connecting 14 major cities and Intermediate points with the
Intention of improving service and gaining profits for the
National Railroad Passenger Corp.
Railpax is a long awaited answer to the problem of
decreasing passenger attendance and corporation profits
within the nation's railroad system.
Current technological advances in air travel are contributing to the decline in railroad passengers and profits.
Innovations such as the 747 jet and non-stop world flights
are convincing Americans that the only way to go is to fly.
But as the advances in airplane Industry increase, the
passengers ticket price is running right alongside at a
steady pace. The Railpax system offers improved service
throughout the nation within a moderate price range.
Railroad travel may not be the most popular means of
getting where you want to go in the jet age, but there are
still many people who prefer not to fly, or cannot afford to
fly. In the interests of public service, a adequate rail
transportation network is desirable.
The Railpax plan seems to be an effective answer to
rail passenaer travel. And we commend you for your
efforts, Secretary Volpe.
And now about the bus lines...
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the more you put in
By Jim Marino
Contributing Editor
I had a freaky experience the other night. It almost scared me out of smoking
for the rest of my life. At least I've cut down.
I was working one of those name-brand, do-it-yourself cigarette machines. You
know, the one that's been advertised on T. V. for months now telling you how hip it is
to "make your own."
So I gave it a whirl.
First, you take a little filter out of this vacuum-packed pouch, and you fit it into
one end of this machine.
I was groovin'.
Then, you take some tobacco from the other half of the pouch, a pinch at a time,
and start to fill up the long, long tobacco chamber of the gimmick-machine.
I put in too little, my roommate told me, the first time.
The more you put in, he advised, the stronger the taste.
I asked how much was enough.
He Just told me to keep on going, so I reached back into the tobacco container
for more-then more—then more.
Suddenly, it all struck me.
I looked across the expanse of the chamber at all the intricate little parts that
made up a cancer stick. There was the cigarette paper, the filter, the tobacco, and
in several minutes I'd have another device made and would be inhaling all that
garbage.
And I thought to myself I'd be bringing all this on myself.
I was no longer the unwitting buyer of a pack of smokes at some drug store. I
was, carefully and maliciously, "makln' my own." I couldn't blame the dilemma
on some non-descriptcharacter from Winston-Salem, but me!
And all the while my roommate was hitting me with the facts and figures about
how much cheaper this means of smoking was than buying one of the massproduced packs.
This bolls down to only 20 cents a pack, he said.

And you not only can make your own cigarettes, I was told, you make your own
packs, too, by foldlngcardboardinto wierd angular shapes until you miraculously
come out with something resembling a square.
It all really blew my mind.
I still had that lingering doubt in my mind, though, that if the drag I took was
good, I'd push aside my own brand and switch to this new Western city name
product.
I puffed-and choked.
Like my roommate had said, the more tobacco you put in it, the rougher the
draw, and this one nearly took both lungs with it. Outa' sight. Raw.
I'm Just now getting my wind back, and have purposefully and forever left
behind the do-it-yourself-kit.
I've even cut down on my own brand. Somehow,
when you add up all the pros and cons, it's not worth the trouble. Not for 20 cents a
pack-or 50.
Anybody want to buy a partially used carton of Winstons?

If you've been reading the lying fascist
news media lately you've probably read
a
distorted
view
of
the
REVOLUTIONARY PEOPLE'S CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION that
started last Thursday in Washington D.
C. and is still continuing despite attempts
to sabotage its very existence.
Attempts by Richard Nixon and his
boot-licking lackeys at Howard
University to stop the convention from
happening failed, and thousands of oppressed people of every life style and
every spectrum of the New Left poured
into Washington and showed Nixon and
all facist oppressors around this country
that the people will not be denied a new,
just constitution that will serve the needs
of all the people instead of Just the rich
ruling class that controls America at the
present time. The constitution drawn
up two hundred years ago may have been
a sincere attempt at securing feedom for
men but that constitution was then and is
now a white man's constitution. Blacks,
Chicanos, Indians, Puerto Ricans, and
other oppressed groups were left
defenseless to stand alone against the
oppressor because it seems that they
have no certain inalienable rights that
are given to the rich ruling class of
America.
Now the white blue collar workers,
poor whites, and young white radicals
are beginning to feel a common bond
with their black, red, and brown brothers
and sisters because they too are facing
the wrath of the unjust American
government and its trained killers. Now
whites are openly being shot down
(remember Kent State.all you Liberals?)
and the murder continues to mount.
Young whites are being sent to die in an
imperialist war against our Vietnamese
brothers and the fascist dogs In
Washington still have the guts to say that
the old (-.institution is still a Just
document and serves the needs of the
people. The people know this is a lie and
this is why thousands of them traveled to
Washington this past weekend to attend
the convention.
At the convention there was a spirit of
brotherhood and sisterhood between all
those who attended even though many
were frustrated at the failure to secure a
site for the convention. This was obviously an attempt to make the D.C.

chapter of the Black Panthers (the
sponsors of the convention) look bad.
But only Richard Nixon and bis
cronies looked bad In the eyes of the
people. The Panthers were put under a
strain and handled the situation the best
they could because they realize the
importance of drafting a new constitution
and their dream and the dreams of
millions of other oppressed peoples
around this country will be realized
through the struggle of the people to gain
their freedom through a new constitution
that fulfills their rights.
The new document will not be like the
old constitution that supposedly
guarantees people certain rights and
then when the people try to get their
rights they are shot down in the streets
and are thrown into America's prisons.
This new document will be realized by
any means necessary because that Is
what we must do to win our freedom.
Representatives of every life style In
America are in Washington now, coping
with the pressure that Is being put on
them and trying to make the new constitution a reality. They will be successful because the future of millions of
oppressed people depend on them. The
people are ready to fight for their
freedom. All power to the people!
Harry Ausderan
22 Greenview

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns. Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask, however,
that guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other published
editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten. We ask that columns
be no more than four typed pages triplespaced.
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these limits,
with respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should Include
the author's address and phone number,
and may be mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University Hall.

help BG set an example
While disposable beverage containers
make up only a small percentage of our
solid waste, they certainly are notorious
for showing up in some interesting
places. Like roadsides, stream beds, city
sidewalks and gutters, front yards, tires,
children's bare feet, and even in
livestock feed.
Road crews in Auglalze County report
at least one tire per day cut on returnable
bottle glass. Broken glass and Jagged
rusty cans In our streams and along our
roadsides are reminiscent of Viet Cong
booby-trap country.
If the above reasons don't arouse a
distaste for non-returnables in you,
maybe the following will: You pay more,
like 20 cents more for a 6-12 oz. Pepsi in a
one-way container-and it doesn't stop
there. You pay to have them disposed of
in already overloaded and probably

illegal dumps. Landfills, when we get
them, will fill faster; and therefore,
require more Land at our expense if we
continue to allow non-returnables to be
sold.
Even If you don't use .nonreturnables, they cost you money.
If you would Like to help stop the sale
of one-way beverage containers, there
are several things you can do. Don't buy
them yourself; ask others not to buy
them. Call your councilman and tell him
you support the proposed ordinance
banning the sale of non-returnables in
Bowling Green. With your help, Bowling
Green could set an example in the State
of Ohio for environmental quality.
Richard Teeple
member, LIFE
R. R. 1
Bradner, Ohio

>ur man hoppe-

mrs. mitchell's ultimate weapon
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist

torial Board.

Washington
Mrs. Nixon's press secretary, Connie
LOW PROFILE?

Stuart, is the envy of Washington. She is
attractive, charming, gracious and
Martha Mitchell isn't speaking to her. .
"Golly, there goes one lucky girl!"
cry her admirers every time she passes
by. "How did she ever do It?"
According to Mrs. Mitchell it was this
way: Mrs. Mitchell was supposed to be
hostess to a Blair House luncheon for
Cabinet wives. But Mrs. Stuart announced Mrs. Nixon would attend the
luncheon "sponsored by Cabinet wives."
You can understand Mrs. Mitchell's
anger. Now none of the other Cabinet
wives would know they owed her a lunch,
which is the worst thing that can happen
In Washington - next to not getting your
name in the papers.
"Connie Stuart Is trying to kill me,"
said Mrs. Mitchell. "I haven't spoken to
her since. This Is the worst thing I've
ever been through since I've been in
Washington."
Like all heroic figures, Mrs. Stuart
has attracted a host of emulators. The
first was Clatchford McBean.
For months, as yon know, Mrs.
Mitchell has been calling up an
unidentified reporter in the wee small
hours to give him her views on affairs,
foreign and domestic. You may have

wondered who he Is.
I've been staying at the McBean
residence as a house guest.
My
suspicions were aroused by his red,
baggy eyes, his trembling fingers, his
nervous He when the phone rang, and the
way he devoured every detail of The
Connie Stuart Story.
"By George, I'm going to do it, too!"
he cried, slapping down the paper.
It was several nights later that the
phone rang at 3 a.m. Feeling guilty, I
nevertheless picked up the extension by
my bed to listen In. I heard a female
voice say:
"Is that you, McBean?"
"Look," said McBean desperately,
"we can't go on communicating like this.
My wife is getting suspicious. She keeps
asking, 'Who's that strange lady who
calls you up at 3 a.m. all the time?"
"Who says I'm a strange lady?"
"No, no, as in stranger. But we can't
goonlike this. I can't sleep, I can't eat, I
can't.."
"Is that why you put that terrible
bunch of Hes in your paper this morning?"
"Lies?" A note of deviou .teas crept
in McBean's voice. "But I simply quoted
you accurately to the effect that

crucifying liberal Communists like
Senator Fulbrlght was too good for
them."
"Yes, buy you attributed It to 'an
unidentified Cabinet wife who wishes to
remain anonymous.' That's a He. Now
Mrs. Agnew will get all the credit."
"I was Just trying to protect your good
name."
"Blatchford McBean is trying to kill
me. Thus is the worst thing I've ever been
through since I've been in Washington. If
you don't print a correction. I'll...rU..."
Oh, what a glorious note of hope there
was In McBean's eager Interruption:
"You'll never speak to me again?"
"No, you don't! I'm wise to that. If
you don't do as I say in the future, I'll...
Ill call you twice a night with my
analysis of politics!"
There was a scream and a crash.
Then silence.
We've taken away McBean's belt and
shoelaces and locked him in the closet
Don't call to see bow he is. In hopes it
will speed his recovery, we've ripped out
every phone in the house. But he Just sits
there, muttering over and over:
"And I could have been a combat
correspondent in Vietnam!"

■
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Fisher cites aids to ecology

BG must set example
ByJ

Guillord

One of the ways the
University can help solve the
problems leading to our environmental crisis is to set a
good example, according to
Dr. T.R. Fisher, chairman of
the biology department.
Dr. Fisher discussed some
aspects of the University's
role in environmental improvement at an open symposium yesterday in the
Union. The symposium was
sponsored by the Sociology
Forum.
Unfortunately,
the
University is not setting a
very good example to the
community. "We're bad
offenders too," Dr. Fisher
stated, "because we use the
city sewage system."
The Bowling Green sewage
disposal system is inadequate,
Dr. Fisher said, and dumps
raw sewage into Poe Ditch.
"Instead of straightening
up the road out here in front of
the Administration Building,
we might have better used the
money to put in a model
disposal system," Dr. Fisher
suggested.
Another means of examplesetting suggested by Dr.
Fisher was to possibly refuse

to buy products for campus
food services in nonreturnable
or
nonbiodegradable containers.
The University might
better serve the cause of
ecology by changing its
academic program also, Dr.
Fisher pointed out.
"We should be revising
certain of the curricula," he
said.
"We ought to be
thinking, what is the useful
thing to teach."
Dr. Fisher said that too
often only the major in a
particular field is considered.
He recommended that courses
should be tailored to make
them useful to the non-majors
as well.
As an example of this. Dr.
Fisher pointed out the new
basic biology sequence-"Man
and His Environment." He
explained, "What we're trying
to do is educate people as to
the effects of population,
pollution and the rest."
But biology should not be
expected to handle all of the
responsibility. Dr. Fisher
added.
"There
are
somethings about this area we
cant teach," he said. He told
the sociology students they
would have to learn how to
solve ecology's "people

problems."
"All of the environmental
problems stem from people,"
Dr. Fisher asserted. "The
environment has a certain
holding capacity for any group
of organisms and we humans
are no exception."
Dr. Fisher said, "We are
breeding people faster than
we can teach them to read."
Population control is the key
to everything. "You are not
going to solve the other
problems until you solve this
one," he stated.

WASHINGTON (AP) President Nixon, having
studied a preliminary report
on the U.S. Coast Guard's
refusal to grant political
asylum to a Lithuanian sailor,
was quoted yesterday as
saying what happened was
"outrageous."
In relaying this word to
newsmen, press secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler promised
that a new policy affecting
would be defectors will be

Protestants picket
Christ" across his chest. A
women usher spotted him
immediately, and the police
threw him out.
Entering the building for
the ecumenical service, the
Pope passed within IS yards of
some of the placards. But he
did not appear to notice them
among the crowd of about
10,000 that had gathered to
watch his arrival.
About a dozen demonstrators carried placards,
while another 20 or so paraded
about in front of the hall in
groups of four and five. There
were
some
shouted

Report halts
airport plans
Although an "unfavorable" organized before Jan. 1, 1970,
tentative ruling by the the county qualified for a
Federal
Aviation
Ad- $50,000 state grant However,
ministration (FAA) has halted Norman Crabtree, state
plans for the Wood County aviation
director,
said
Regional Airport Authority to Tuesday that the authority
purchase 720 acres of land may lose the money if it
south of Tontogany for a new doesn't submit plans to the
airport, airport authority state by June.
directors hope to continue
The land in question would
with plans to buy the site.
cost approximately $80,000
The airport authority was according to
authority
organized a year ago to build a directors who stressed the
county airport but at an FAA importance of buying land
hearing was denied approval adjacent to the airport to
of the necessary air rights of control usage and prevent
way.
Members of the safety obstruction.
authority are still discussing
But the final amount of
the case with FAA officials. land purchased will depend on
Wood
County
Com- the amount of money locally
missioners created the raised. The city and county
authority after Fostoria have each donated $15,000 to
received a $100,000 state grant the authority but there has
for airport development.
been no further financial
Because the authority was commitment.

The survey also' showed
that one in six is an habitual
user, smoking the drug 200
times or more a year.
A
team
of
Army
psychiatrists also told .
Senate subcommittee that the
use of opium by troops in
Vietnam tripled when compared to those who used It
before reaching the Southeast
Asian country.
The figures, were reported
to the Senate's alcoholism and
narcotics subcommittee by
Capt. Morris D. Stanton, chief

of the psychology section at
Ft. Meade, Md.
Stanton's survey was
conducted, be testified, at the
22nd Replacement Battalion
In Cam Ranh Bay in
November 1969 among 2,372
Army personnel, about half of
them arriving and about half
of them departing Vietnam.
Stanton reported these
major results:
-Of the 994 outgoing
unlisted men 53.2 per cent said
they had tried marijuana at
some time in their lives.
About half said they used
marijuana in Vietnam and 31.4
per cent said they used it
before entering the country.
-"One out of six of the 994 or
17.7 per cent waa a habitual
user in Vietnam, using
marijuana 200 or more times

'f II

Other ways the University
can help save the environroeat
through education include
seminars and student action.
New courses alone cannot
do the education Job. Dr.
Fisher pointed out, "Just at
useful might be some topnotch seminars, wide-spread
over the University."

arguments between Roman
Catholics and the demonstrators, but no violence.
Channings, who organized
his own Bible Presbyterian
Church in New Zealand a year
ago, said his protest was
directed mainly against the
Protestants attending the
service with the Pope.
"I said nothing inside the
hall, but merely stood silently," he said. "I was not
seeking to cause any disturbance."
Although the demonstrators were few in number, it
was the first organized hostile
manifestation during the
papal tour to the Far East.
Most of Sydney's leading
Protestant churchmen attended the service to Join the
Pope in prayer, but there was
one
notable
absentee,
Anglican Archbishop Marcus
L. Loane.
He had announced earlier
that there were still too many
differences between his
Church and Rome for him to
Join the Pope in worship, but
he said this was a personal
decision, not a direction to
others.
Earlier in his second full
day in Australia's largest city,
the 73-year-old pontiff visited
a children's hospital and an
old people's home and
celebrated his second open-air
Mass within 15 hours at
Randwick race track, this one
for 150,000 students.
His first Mass at the track
Tuesday night attracted
200,000 people and was the
main public event of his
Australian visit.
The Pope told his young
audience their dissatisfaction
with and criticism of what "is
rightly called the 'permissive
society'" was "a ray of light."

framed after Nixon gets a
final report, which was due at
the close of business yesterday.
Referring to the controversy that has erupted over
last week's seizure of the
Lithuanian from the deck of a
Coast Guard cutter off New
England, Ziegler said:
"Whatever guidelines were
followed in this situation were
totally inadequate."
Nixon Monday called for a
joint report on the affair by
the State and Transportation
departments and fixed a
deadline for its delivery to
him. The deadline expired
last night.
Congress, meanwhile, will
begin hearings today on the
matter.
William B.
Macomber Jr., deputy undersecretary of state for the
administration, is expected to
be the first witness before a
House Foreign Affairs subcommittee
In Boston, a private group
calling itself Citizens Concerned for Human Rights
called for the court-martial or
resignation of three Coast
Guard officers, including the
commandant of the 1st Coast
Guard District.
The sailor-identified only
as Simas-jumped from a
Soviet fishing vessel onto the
deck of the Coast Guard cutter
Vigilant off the Massachusetts
coast. He reportedly asked for
asylum, but was returned to
the Soviets.

during the year or more often
than once every other day."
-Nearly half of the outgoing
enlisted
men
favored
legalization of marijuana.
-Twenty-two per cent of
those coming into the country
and 2/ per cent leaving it said
they planned to continue
marijuana use.
-The survey revealed "a
slightly greater incidence of
marijuana use in area where
combat is heaviest."
Another witness, MaJ.
Kenneth E. Nelson, chief of
the psychiatric consulting
service at Letterman General
Hospital in San Francisco,
confirmed Stanton's figures.
It was believed the first
time the Army has released
such survey results for public
distribution.
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NO THE INNER campus has not become a
battlefield. The man is an employee of the
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Forms have been sent out
to all groups on campus that
have been reported to the
Organizations Board, according to Judi Schulz, Junior
(Ed.), committee chairman.
Miss Schulz said that these
forms are to be returned to 407
Student Services Bldg. no
later than January 1. If they
are not submitted before or on
this date, the organizations
will not be recognized.
Any organization that has
not received a form can pick
one up in the Student Services
Bldg.

l.ne.

BG adds ecology course
By Jerilee Manera
A new Biology 101 course,
covering the problems of
pollution and population, will
be offered for the first time
winter quarter at Bowling
Green State University.
" 'Man and His Environment' could be one of the
most important courses the
University can offer," said
Dr. Robert C. Romans, an
assistant professor, who
helped prepare the course and
who will teach it.
Dr. Romans explained that
the biology instructors were
not satisfied with the Biology
104-105 courses (Principles
and Survey of Plants and
Animals) as requirements and
questioned why the nonbiology majors had to take
these courses. He said that
the business, art or economics
major was more concerned

with the environment today.
The five-hour lab course
will have three lectures per
week utilizing films, guest
speakers and paperbacked
texts. The two-hour a week
labs, moderated by teaching
assistants, will be discussion
periods wliere closed circuit
TV film clips will be available.
Some of the major topics in
the course will be the
ecosystem as a basic unit of
ecology, pesticides, radiation,
air
pollution,
human
reproduction
and
the
population explosion, birth
control, food additives,
biological aspects of drugs
and pills, food as a world
problem and conservation of
natural resources.
Teaching the 36-lecture
sections will be Dr. William
Baxter, Dr. Stephen Vessey,
Mr. William OdeU and Dr.
Robert Romans.

Some of the men will use
the team-teaching technique,
but Dr. Romans said he is
going to take his class through
the course himself the first
time. He said he feels there is
much to learn about these
problems, both for students
and teacher.
Dr. Romans said the
faculty and administration
are excited about the new
course and hope the students
will also be enthusiastic.

When asked about the
possibility of more courses
like this, Dr. Romans said
other departments are
already planning courses in
environmental problems,
closer to their own field of
study.
He noted that work was
being done in the Environmental Studies Program
by Dr. William Jackson and
that perhaps a degree in
Environmental Science might
be instituted later.

Economics prof fo talk
on wage policy in India
Dr. V. N. Krlshnan,
assistant
professor
of
economics, will speak on
"Wage Policy and Norms of
Wage Determination in India"
at 3 p.m. in Room 112 Life
Science Bldg. Dr. Krlshnan

has Just returned from a twoyear leave of absence as
senior research officer at the
Indian
Institute
of
Management in Vastrapur,
India. All students and faculty
are invited.
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Committee
says groups
must report
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They say
what
you feel

Army reports results
of marijuana survey
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Army yesterday released
results of a survey indicating
more than half of the enlisted
men in Vietnam who were
polled may have used
marijuana at least once.

U.I

blasts action
in asylum refusal

Pope Paul prays;
SYDNEY (AP)-Pope Paul
VI prayed with leading
Protestant churchmen in
Sydney's Town Hall last night
while outside, a handful of
militant protestants paraded
with such placards as, "The
Pope is Antichrist, a Man of
Sin" and "Christ Saves, Rome
Enslaves."
The leader
of
the
demonstration, the Rev.
Fredrick Charming of New
Zealand, got inside and stood
up in the middle of the hall
three minutes after the Pope
arrived, displaying the words,
"No Priest but Thee, Jesus

"Mortality is one way oat,
but that is not acceptable,"
Fisher siad. "The only other
one I can come up with la
fertility control."

Aj"t:Carved
Love
Rings

LOVE. That's what
engagements and engagement
rings are all about.
If ycu are in love, see
our complete selection
of ArtCarved Love Rings.

MILLS
JEWELRY
188 S. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN

HE MUST HAVE
SHIRTS
FOR CHRISTMAS
Shirts for Christmas—traditional as the gifting day.
But also very necessary,
and highly prized, if
they're from our store.
The reasons are primary.
Better taper, cleaner cut,
finer seamsmanship. Gift
him well this year, with
our best wishes.
Open until 9:00 Expect Saturday A

eMtvi

Charge Agcc-vnts Welcome
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Blacks report
rights action

Calley trial continues
FT. BENNING.Ga. (AP) Farmer GU tram LI. William
Calley Jr.'i old Charley
Company platoon continued in
conrtmartial testimony
yesterday to place him near
the My Lai ditch where he is
accused of engineering a mass
execution of Vietnamese
civilians.
Calley's former comrades
•aid they heard automatic
rifle fire but could not say it
was him.
Sgt. Lennie B. Lagunoy.lt,
Waipahu, Hawaii, darkhaired, slightly built former
assistant machinegunner in
Calley's 1st Platoon, testified
he saw Pfc. Paul Meadlo
pointing his M16 rifle shortly
before a burst of fire was
heard, and "Lt. Calley was
someplace behind him."
Following I-agunoy as a
witness in Calley's courtmartial was Charles Hall 23,
Columbus, a tall, reddish-

blond who was a member of
the same machine-gun team.
Ha testified be saw Calley
In the area of the ditch, heard
automatic rifle fire and later
saw some 30 to 40 freshly
bloodied bodies in the ditch.
Calley, 27, is being tried on
charges of premeditated
murder of 102 Vietnamese
civilians during Charley
Company's search and destroy
assault on My Lai on March
16, 1968.
Seventy of the victims were
said to be executed at the ditch
and 30 others on a trail inside
the village. The maximum
penalty upon conviction is
death.
A stronger prosecution
testimony came Tuesday from
another
former
Calley machinegunner,
Robert E. Maples.
He said he
saw Calley
firing his automatic rifle into
the ditch-which the witness

BONANZA
BOOK SALE
ACT NOW!
Supply Is Limited!
Great Christmas Gifts
Prices Were Up To$30.00

Now: $14.95
down to $1.00
Bee Gee Book Store
Across From Harshman
Store Hours
Mon-Thurs. 9-7, Fri 9-5:30, Sot 9-4
Master Charge & Bank Americard Honored

called a hole-and that "the
lieutenant asked for me to use
my machine gun."
"I refused, " Maples added.
On
cross-examination
Wednesday, Maples was
asked:
Q. Did you say Lt. Calley
gave you an order to Are and
you refused?
A. I stated Lt. Calley came
up to me and asked me to use

my machine gun.
Q. Did Lt. Calley ever give
you an order to shoot into that
bole?
He did not give me an
order.
Q.
Did you see the
trajectory of the bullets?
A. 1 Just saw them fire into
the hole. I don't know whether
they hit anyone or not.
Neither Lagunoy nor Hall
went as far as Maples in
testimony for the government

Rail owners make T
final union offer
WASHINGTON (AP) Railroad owners say four
unions
threatening
a
nationwide strike Dec. 10, face
the industry's final offer.
"Apparently the unions
involved have seen fit to make
light of the railroads' clear
and definite assertion that
their Nov. 24 offer was a lastditch effort to bring about
labor peace in this continually

harassed industry," said chief
rail negotiator John P. Hilta.
"They've rejected the
offer, giving a variety of
reasons, none of which is
supportable by equitable
considerations," he added.
The railroads have offered
a 37 per cent wage hike over
three years, the biggest industry wage offer in history.

Get Your
SECRET SANTA
OR

AawclatW Tran Wlra»hMe

THE ICY WATERS of the St. Clair River,
near Sarnia, Opt., have transformed the
rocks and weeds along the shoreline Into
crystal-like creations. The dock - a lonely
sentinel awaiting the return of another
summer.

- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Coarse Family
Duaaer
M VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Opea Taes. thru Sat
7:M-I
Sunday! 7:3» - 7:M

Not So Secret
Gifts
at

SPECIALS DAILY

COLUMBUS (AP) - Tbe
National Association (or the
Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) yesterday
announced a nationwide
aaejjjajp to involve sympathetic lawyers in a mopping
up operation on civil rights.
Nathaniel R.
Jones,
NAACP chief legal counsel,
•aid the campaign would
begin in Ohio and quickly be
taken up in 10 other states.
A seminar for lawyers will
be held Dec. 11-12 at Ohio
State University, Jones told a
news conference here.
"Since the early 1960's an
entire battery of new tools has
been provided by Congress
and executive orders," Jones
said.
How these can be used will
be discussed at the seminar.
Jones mentioned court
reform and discrimination in
schools and labor unions as
chief NAACP targets In tbe
campaign.
He said many charges
could
be
made
administratively without legal
action.
Ohio was chosen as the
target state, he said, because
it has so many middle-sized
cities and "It is an ideal
laboratory to test all these
theories."
He said the 1,700 NAACP
branches throughout the
country would work with
lawyers in all communities on
the campaign.
He described it as a
mopping up operation because
he said it will be an aftermath
of civil rights legislation.

Ohio, Jones said, has a
serious problem with its
Judiciary system. "If a
banker's son is arrested for
pot, chances are he will be
treated differently than a
welfare recipient's son
arrested for petty larceny,"
Jones said.
The federal system now
permits an arrested person to
be released on a recognizance
bond meaning the arrested
person does not have to pay
any
' -cash, providing he
keeps his court appearance.
Under Ohio's Judicial
system, an arrested person
released on f 1,000 bond
usually gets a bondsman to
underwrite his release for 1100
cash. "He never sees the $100
again," Jones said.

Transportation,
SST vote due
in Senate today
The Senate will vote today
on the Department of Transportation appropriations bill.
That bill contains the funding
for the controversial supersonic
transport
(SST)
program.
If passed, the bill would
provide $290 million to build
two SST planes and test-fly
them for 100 hours.
The SST has been the topic
of heated debate because of its
possible environmental effects. Senate observers expect the vote to be a close one.

Holiday Open House
Sunday Dec. 6 v.-.J
38?.
(ft%. Noon to 6 pm

DORSEYS DRUGS
Gifts, Arrang, Plants,

500 E. Wooster

Candles
4U EAST WOOSTER
CLOSED MONDAYS

Free Gift Wrapping

The Flowerhouse
428 E. Wooster St.

WORLD

BOOT SALE
Last Year Boots
Volues from $J22-$35
Now $10.99-518.99

An exciting new record club serving Ohio college
communities exclusively, will have a representative
on campus at:

Lark Young
Dress Shoes $10.99
Mens Desert Boots
Lined & Unlined $7.97

Music City, Inc.
128 N. Mali

BG

1^\SALLE#S

Thursday, December 3rd from 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
and Friday, December 4th from 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

* FREE record (4.98 value) and catalogue
with membership
* No obligation or bothersome cards to return
A WARNING TO SLACKERS

* Discount prices on ALL stereo LJVs
* Campus representatives wanted

only our holiday slacks
have our handsome fit!
Look no further, in your search (or the
bottom half of your top dress for the weeks
coming up. Our slacks have never failed
to impress a fashion-conscious group, tor
fit, fabric and pattern. Warning: the selection will not be again so wide. Choose!

I&fje Benl

Anyone purchasing an album or tape at
Music City during these two days will receive
a FREE record cleaning cloth ($1.25 value)

with any PIZZA order
from

DOMINO'S
352-5221

I
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LASALLE*S
Christmas College Night
You're Invited!
9:45 - Midnight - Tonight - Thurs. Dec. 3rd
Ask us, We'll Gift Wrap
ALL Your Purchases

FREE

Charge Accounts Are
Available to All BGSU Students

Apply & Charge Tonight

Door Buster Gifts
mjM^W*^ «^M*^«£*s%

LASALLE
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Heckler disrupts Ky;

ffenf jury foreman testifies
in District Court hearings
CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP) The foreman of the special
•tate grand jury which investigated May violence at
Kent State University said
ywterday he was told by
Portage County Common
Pleas Judge Edwin W. Jones
that it was common for grand
juries to file reports.
Robert W. Hastings, a
Ravenna insurance and real
•state broker, was called to

testify in a U.S. District Court
hearing on suits seeking the
erasure of the grand jury's 25
indictments and controversial
report, which was critical of
Kent State's administration.
Hastings said Jones told
him any report filed by the
jury should cover facts
determined In the jury investigation and conclusions
based on those facts, but not
testimony given before the

youths, police clash

Jury.
Thirty-two Kent State
professors are seeking an end
to prosecution of the 25 persons indicted by the jury In
connection with disturbances
and violence at the school last
May 4.
Kent State University
President Robert I. White was
expected to appear at a
witness later In the day.

tirwaflnxxF
APJZZA.
^,,.o > A...I / PHONE 352-7571

THIS WSEkJ

AauclaM* Pens Wlmfcili

A TWO DAY OLD polar bear enjoys chow
tlma at Tery Franz,22, of the Denver Zoo
lends a gentle hand in the feeding. The 18
ounce cub eats every two and a half hours
and in four years should weigh over 1,000
pounds.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
heckler with a Viet Cong flag
briefly disrupted a speech by
Nguyen Cao Ky here
yesterday. Youthful antiwar
demonstrators • clashed
outside with police at the same
time as the vice president of
South Vietnam neared the end
of a U.S. tour.
Three policemen were
injured and a utility company
trailer was set on fire in
scattered melees between
police and an estimated 5,000
to 10,000 antiwar demonstrators Tuesday as Ky spoke
to San Francisco's Commonwealth Club.
Police listed 34 arrests on

SKI CLUB MEETS TONIGHT
at 5:45 115 Education Building
FashioH Show aid Trip to Now York

charges ranging from assault
to failure to disperse. Five
police and city vehicles were
damaged by rocks and other
missiles.
Many demonstrators reported minor injuries, but none was
hospitalized.
Most of the violence and
arrests came as the youthful
demonstrators started to

Theater to present
Rimers of Eldritch
The University Theatre at
Bowling Green will present
Lanford Wilson's play, "The
Rimers of Eldritch," as its
next production of the season.
The story of a dying town and
the people who live in it Is to be

TOP CASH
FOR YOUR USED BOOKS
AFTER YOU FINISH EXAMS

Better
Business
Machines

Student Services Building

227 S. Main
Majestic Paint Building]

BEST WISHES FOR
THE HOLIDAY SEASON

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Winter • Spring •

S.MRW

Quarters

Walking Distance from Campus
Completely Furnished
FOUR (4) PERSON STUDENT APARTMENTS

NEW BUILDING
by Piedmont Corp.
820 Fifth St.

done in the style of Readers
Theatre. It will be presented
Friday
and
Saturday,
December 4 and 5 in the Joe E.
Brown Theatre in University
Hall.
Performance time is 8 p.m.
Tickets are available at the
box office in University Hall
from 11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
beginning Monday, November
30, and also at 7 p.m. on
performance nights.

Get Your
Typewriter
Serviced
Over Vacation

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

A FJZZA FROM.

disperse after a peaceful
march in front of a hotel atop
San Francisco's Nob Hill.
Inside,
Ky's
warm
reception by an audience of
1,000 business and civic
leaders was interrupted when
a well-dressed, long-haired
youth unfurled a large Viet
Cong flag from a balcony and
shouted: "This man is selling
you lies!"

352-7780

UB3JiflTSVOUJi3*u*
Free form "Wet Look" vinyl bag
chairs are the most revolutionary thing
in furniture design in 2000 years!
This far out chair adapts to the shape
of your body—whatever shape it's in.
Really hip student size chair makes a
cozy recliner for 2 people too! Can also
be used as a king-size pillow or a softball for jolly green giants. It's stuffed
with pounds of virgin poly styrene. And
it's portable too.
You can have this plump bag of
squishiness in Beautiful Black, Flame
Red or Sunny Yellow.
Best of all, it won't take all your
bread, just a paltry thirty-six bucks
(freight prepaidl. It'll probably adapt to
your pocketbook. If not, just lay this
ad on your old man before national
S. Claus Day. Allow a couple of weeks
for delivery.
M.nllo: BACLAND
1970 Valley View R<1
Norlhbrook. III. 60062
Name

Call 354-7731 or 352-0785

E THIRD ANNUAL

WARM
Stratojac, the popular coat
with campus men who date
the leading campus women,
You're never overdressed in
a Stratojac. Just tasteful,
smart and warm.

The elements can go hang,
She's wrapped in warmth
and style. We latched onto
this look last season and
it's bigger than ever this
year.

Intitprfittu
532 E. Wooster
Phont 352-5165 Mon. Thru Sot. 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

t

Ma.l*fcho,f«

BonkAmricard

StufeM Chart" W.lcom.

±

adrigal
Cnristmas
Dinner
Grand Ballroom, University Union
December 8,9,10 6:00 PM
Tickets Available At The Union Ticket Office

Address
City

-State-

-Zip.

Join
the Cassette
Revolution!

...study for exams with cassettes now!
You'll never want to study any other way!
Each cassette is a full one-hour recording of all the important content material taught in college courses, based on the
most widely-used textbooks.
READY HOW:
introductory Psychology
Educational Psychology
Abnormal Psychology
AVAILABLE SOON:
AlroAme'ican HiSIOry
introductory Physics. I
Introductory Economics
iniroduciory Philosophy
American Government
English Composition
Basic Statistics
introductory Sociology
Introductoiy Anthropology
Social Psychology
Personal Adiustment and
Mental Hygiene
Child Development

Available at your /oca/ bookstore.

CASSETTE PACKAGE*: $6.95
'each package contains* ona-nour
cassette an outline of the contents, a
bibiiog-aphy oi tha standard textbooks
tor the course, and a detailed gioaaary
with definitions for sal'-testing
COLLEGE CASSETTE OUTLINE SERIES
3*3 Modoo" Avenue, New Tort
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Bell System develops
phone service for deaf
Two young women in
Columbus helped make
telephone history recently
when they received the first
two Code-Corn sets offered for
regular subscriber use by the
Bell System.
The Code-Corn set is an
instrument, used in conJunction with a regular
telephone, that permits deaf,
or deaf-blind persons to
communicate with each other.
Phyllis Levi and Cheryl
Wilson have been partially
deaf since birth. They both
wear hearing aids but, even
with them, their use of a
regular telephone is very
limited. The girls also have
difficulty speaking, a condition that is not unusual when
a person's hearing is severely
impaired.
Miss Levi said the new
units installed by Ohio Bell
were "wonderful, so much
easier to use than the other
ones."
The "other ones" were two
prototype sets the two women
had been using for the past
few years as part of a field
trial conducted by American
Telephone and Telegraph
(ATftT) in Columbus, Indianapolis and New York City.
The Code-Corn set contains
a light, a sending key and a
vibrating disc.
While a

telephone ordinarily converts
speech into electrical impulses that are transmitted
and reconverted to speech at
the receiver, the Code-Corn set
converts the transmitted
signals into flashes of light
and vibrations of the disc or
sensor pad.
A deaf person watches tbe
flashes of the light; a deafblind person feels the

vibrations of the sensor disc.
The key is used to transmit
messages,
using
a
prearranged code for simple
messages or Morse code for
lengthy discussions.
Miss Levi and Miss Wilson,
who have know each other
since childhood, learned
Morse code with the help of
the Ohio School of the Deaf
and have become so proficient

Court rejects petition
to stop vote recount
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) The Ohio Supreme Court
yesterday rejected a petition
that would have prevented the
Secretary of State from
counting the votes cast for
Democrat Howard M. Metzenbaum, who was a candidate for the U.S. Senate in
the Nov. 3 election.
The action was sought by
Richard B. Kay of Cleveland,
American Independent Party
Senatorial candidate. Metzenbaum was defeated in the
election by Republican Robert
Taft Jr.
Kay said he sought the

action because Metzenbaum
had violated the Corrupt
Practices Act by contributing
large amounts of money to his
own campaign.
The court said Kay had
adequate remedy under Ohio
laws which provide for forfeiture of candidate's election.
The high court also said that
since Metzenbaum was not
elected the case is now moot.
In other action, the court
permanently disbarred Toledo
Attorney William H. Cone
because of what the court said
was misconduct as an attorney.

THE RIMERS OF ELDRITCH
Tomorrow Night
8 pm
Joe r2. Brown
University Hall

M

that they can tap our
messages to each other at the
rate of about 12 words a
minute.
The Code-Corn set was
developed over the past five
year" by Bell Telephone
Laboratories' Indianapolis lab
and is now being produced at
the Indianapolis plant of
Western
Electric.
the\
manufacturing unit of Bell.

WM

Junior Dress

Clearance

The court held that Cone,
while employed by the Legal
Aid Society of Toledo,
wrongfully negotiated bank
drafts which included funds
belonging to his
clients.
Further, the court said, "He
comingled his client's funds
and used them for his own
purposes."
The court refused to hear a
case challenging the constitutionality of a Toledo ordinance that makes abuse of a
police officer a misdemeanor.
It said there was no substantial constitutional
question involved.
Joseph Cummings was
convicted under the ordinance
in 1969. He had gone to the
assistance of his brother,
Grover, who was being
arrested outside a Toledo bar.

CHERYL WILSON, left, "talks" to Phyllis
Levi during the first regular subscriber
telephone call using Code-Corn, an instrument developed by the Bell System
which enables the deaf and deaf-blind to tap
out messages to one another over regular

Cong gunners hit 8 targets

give,
tqthe
March
of Dimes
prevent
birth defects!

SAIGON (API - Communist gunners unleashed a
series of shelling attacks up
and down South Vietnam
Tuesday night, firing rockets
and mortars into three air
bases, three provincial
capitals and two district
towns.
It was one of the biggest
nights for the enemy gunners
in two months.
Allied military spokesmen
said over-all casualties and
damage were light. But an
unspecified
number of
Americans was killed at the
big Cam Ranh Bay air base

193 miles northeast of Saigon,
and more Americans were
wounded at the Phu Cat air
base 100 miles up the coast
from Cam Ranh Bay.
Enemy rockets also hit
Holloway air field in the
central highlands, where both
U.S. and South Vietnamese
personnel are stationed; the
provincial capitals of Plelku
City and Ban Me Thuot in the
central highlands and Quang
Ngai on the central coast, and
two district towns in the
Mekong Delta.
A South Vietnamese
spokesman said there were no

COLLEGE NIGHT

Special
Tonight Only
(Open Late Tonight)

Entire slock of fall
and winter junior
dresses reduced X'.'c.
Choose from hundreds
of dresses — rayon
polyester knits, bonded
orlons & many others.
Sires 3-15 only.

TIMELY PURCHASE
OF
LEATHER AND SUEDE
TOP COATS, JACKETS
SUITS AND SPORT COATS

Orig.
S16.00-S45.00
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telephone lines.
This call, between the
young women's homes in Columbus,
signalled the start of commercial Code-Corn
service following field trials that started
almost five years ago.

casualties or damage at
Holloway field, but two
Vietnamese civilians were
killed and 16 were wounded in
the attacks on the cities and
towns.
Nearly 100 enemy rocket
and mortar attacks have been
reported in the past four days,
the heaviest such assaults
since early October. A U.S.
spokesman said the North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong
apparently were taking advantage of the current
moonless nights.
A U.S. spokesman reported
that a U.S. Air Force F4
Phantom jet fighter-bomber
crashed yesterday in the
lower Laotian panhandle;
presumably it was bombing
the Ho Chi Minh supply trail.
The spokesman said both
crewmen were rescued in
good condition but the cause of

the crash was not known.
The U.S. Command also
announced the crash of an
Army helicopter 29 miles
northeast of Plelku, with four
Americans killed. The cause
of that crash also was not
known.
South Vietnamese infantrymen advanced through
mangrove swamps and
bamboo thickets on the edge of
the U Minh forest yesterday in
a new sweep into the Viet
Cong's longtime lair In
Vietnam's deep south.
In an initial clash Tuesday,
troops of the 21st South
Vietnamese Division claimed
28 Viet Cong killed with help
from helicopter gunships. One
government infantry man was
reported wounded.
U.S. B52 bombers pounded
the dense woods with two
raids,

This Weekend
2 Big Shefs * gg
BURGER CHEF
510 E. Wooster
UAO Presents
"Tlo Nitcnckor" • SI.00
7:00, 8:30, 10:00 — Ed. Bldg.

"Cool Hold Liko"
6:00, 8:00, 10:00 — Main Aud.

"TfeO Impossible Years"
6:00, 8:00, 10:00 —Main Aud.

Let us help you with your
Christmas Shopping List

FF

50" " °

Come Check our
SALE RACK

Now $8.00 to $22.00

THE COLONY HOUSE
Europe For Christmas?

FREE REFRESHMENTS

Nichols
Bowling Gram's Dross & Coat Place
112 South Main St.

Clothiers

Round Trip Air Fare only $185.00.
New York to London, London to New York.
December 22nd to January 4th.
Employment opportunities available in
Great Britain, (Summer Only). Discounts,
Charter Flights and various other services.
Information, Anglo America Association,
60A, Pyle St., Newport, iW., England.

■
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Egypt says Israel sank boat
By

Suez.
The Israelis claimed the
four men in the boat were
spying
and
smuggling
hashish.
The Israeli military
command said an Israeli
patrol boat sank the Egyptian

AffocUtedPKM

Egypt charged yesterday
that Israel breached their
cease-fire with a "criminal
act
against
unarmed
civilians" by sinking an
Egyptian boat in the Gulf of

Oil spill threat to reef
ended by winds, tides
KEY LARGO, Fla. (AP) Winds and tides yesterday
broke up an oil spill that had
threatened a unique coral reef
and the shoreline of these
picturesque Islands.
Remnants of the oil headed out to
sea.
The patchy spill, which at
once point spread globs of oil
over an area 75 miles long by
about half a mile wide, was
first spotted Monday afternoon.

A Florida Marine Patrol
aircraft pilot followed the
slick south from Key Largo
and said it seemed to be
coming from an Italian
tanker, the Gelesiae.
Harmon Shields, state
marine resources director,
said Tuesday he believed the
oil would not damage the reef
which parallels the shoreline
along the entire ISO-mile
length of the keys.

STABIVM

(jCiwema Ul)
IAOIU'.' rirt/rt '.HOPClNO CINIIO Bowling Grvi

Now Showing At
7:00 and 9:30
Sat. & Sun. Mat.
2:00 and 4:30

Cinema!

.RELAX BEFORE FINALS.

If ever this
mad, mad, mad,
mad world
needed "ifs

a

motorboat last Saturday night
off the Israeli-held eastern
shore of the gulf. It said three
bodies were recovered; one
had documents proving the
men were collecting military
intelligence, and a fourth man
went down with the boat.
Cairo Radio contended that
only "unarmed civilian
fishing boats operate in this
area." The broadcast denied
that army or the intelligence
service had boats there.
An Israeli spokesman
speculated that the men may
have received the hashish
they had as payment for intelligence to be collected. He
said that such combined
Egyptian missions were not
uncommon.

He said the patrol boat
ordered the Egyptian craft to
halt as it approached the Sinai
Peninsula shore, but the
command was ignored. The
Israelis then fired warning
shots, the spokesman continued, and the Egyptians
tried to escape.
It was the most serious
incident since the guns were
silenced along the Sues Canal
north of the gulf by the ceasefire Aug. 7. Only minor bursts
of gunfire have been reported
across the canal, with no
casualties to either side.
King Hussein of Jordan,
the third nation that is party to
the truce left on Tuesday for a
fund-raising trip to Europe
and the United States.

Mia TRACY MICKEY R00NEY
jjftj--2j;;- DICK SHAWN
PHIL mm

SB CAESAR
BU00YHACKETT TERRY-THOMAS
ETHEL MERMAN JONATHAN WINTERS

VARSITY SOCCER
TEAM
Members may mane
arrangements for picking up
their soccer shirts by calling
352-7288.

IT PILES UP
FASTER
WHEN YOU
SELL US YOUR

*J0E* IS EASILY THE "MIDNIGHT COWBOY"
OF THE YEAR

M

Top Wholesale
Prices For
Drops
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Solution to Yesterday's Puzzle
CRYPTOGRAM — By Edward S. Lloyd
VVX

Bl'OXMXIC

ZI'VCILMil'M
DIM'
1'P

Y.\

l-XI.C.

VXMN

MJZt C. El7.(1

LXIZO
VEX
AD JUS

YX

JSPMfAJZC.

Yesterday's cryptogram: Two related growth
problem! beginning with the letter "P must
l>e population and pollution.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

fashion show and discussion of
trip to New York.

Room of the Union at 7 p.m.
COUNSELING CENTER

Will be at an information
table in University Hall from
1-5 p.m. to explain non-profit
food cooperative at BGSU.
Membership fee is $10.00.

ST. THOMAS
MOORE PARISH
Will meet in the chapel at
11:45 p.m.
Saturday for
Penitential Service.

Personal Growth Through
Movement group will meet in
Room 320, Student Services
from 1-3 p.m.

SKI CLUB
Will meet in Room 115,
Education Building at 5:45
p.m. Program will include

BLACK STUDENT
UNION

SIGMA ALPHA
ETA
Will meet in the Alumni

WIZARD OF ID

Will meet in Room US,
Education Building at 7 p.m.

by Br.nt park.r and Johnny hart

CLaSSIFIED
The BG News
IM I olvrr.lt> Hall
AS classified adi mnat be
aataaltted la prrsoa at tar BG
NEWS office. Proper Idea
llflcatlea mail ab. at
preeeated.
Rate*: I.« prr liar par day. t
lines BBlahnani. ivrragr of s
••nh per In*.
DradUan: I ,.m la. day!
brlarr dalr al pabllrauoo
TV BG News reserve* Ike
rtjal to ,alt or rrlert aay
rlaaslllrd
idvrrtlirmril

"PETER I0YLE GIVES ONE OF THE
MOST STUNNING SCREEN PERFORMANCES
OF THE TEAR! "-WASHINGTON STAR
"BOYLE'S PERFORMANCE IS AN OCCASION
FOR CHEERINfl!"-PHHAOELPH!A DAILY NEWS

«•••• PETER BOYLE IS MAGNIFICENT!"
-CHICAGO SUN TIMES

Rid. Needed to VA-DC Area
(or XMAS-Nancy 2-1434

HELD OVER
THIRD
WEEK

RIDE NEEDED-to N.J.Asbury Park area-leaving
Thuraday-WIll leave earlier.
Sharon
352-7071
Wanted a ride to Toronto area
after December Sth Phone 372I2S7

BEE-GEE BOOK
STORE
1424 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio

girls from Dec. 8 around noon
to Dec. U Call Jaquette's 352HOMEWORKERS
BADLY
NEEDED-Address envelopes
in spare time MINIMUM or
114 per 1000 Send jumped
envelope tor immediate Free
details to MAILCO. 340 Jonas.
Suite 27. S.F. Call!. MUS
PUSHERS WANTED! BIG
MONEY NO RISK, opportunity (or students to sell
lop line Electronic* Equipment-Component*, Tap*
Players. Cassette Recorders.
Etc Such name* a* Scott.
Sherwood. Empire. Roberts,
and many more All currant
Items, and 100 per cant
guaranteed. Here 1* a chance
to earn BIG MONEY with no
investment, and no Inventory
Buy at our Whole sale Price*!
Send Name. Address. School,
and all Pertinent InformaUon
will be sent to you Alexander
4 Associates. PO Bos 23146.
Columbus, Ohio 43223

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
in Yellowstone and all US
National Parts. Booklet tells
where and how to apply Send
CO) Amok) Agency. 206 East
Main Rexburg, Idaho U440.
RIDE AVAILABLE TO Money-back guarantee
BOSTON XMAS Must Share
Come Grow With U i. Call 2Expenses 352-0(06
2011 Counseling Center. 320
Round trip to Vs i Washington Student Services.
DC) or mar Blacksburg for
Christmas vacation a return PERSONALS
Will Pay 2-1331 DESPERATE
Bob. Prod, and Hone: BG'a
BUSINESS
O P - toss Is New York'* gain.
Jungle:
bans loo*. In
poRTUNrrrES
Rouford.
From your 1
Baas Player with Equipment, (ighUng 'gators-Bob and
and Lead Singer Needed Call Sandy
1-3S5* or JJK*
Sunshine-Thanks for the
"Lire In" Babysitter lor 3 •super Supper'' Monday nils.
Alpha Sigs
Ride DESPARATELY needed
to Cleveland Airport Thursday
Dec II Call Wendy 372-3231
WlllPayCoata!

A funny and terrifying motion picture
If over there was one.

•

7

6

40 Counterfeit
41 Dispenser of
charity.
44 Electrical
unit.
46 Swimming.
47 Small beard.
48 Willows.
50 Kindly act:
Fr.
51 Mountain
ridge.
54 Relate.
55 Mesopotamia.
58 Extinguished.
60 Seven.

USED
BOOKS...

-TALK OF THE TOWN

►B-

S

BB

23

dug.
49 Despise.

rays.
52 New Mexico
town.
53 ICnglish
drinking

4

IS

CLEVELAND (AP) • A at their home in Clarksville,
Extradition papers have
move has been made to speed Pa., last Dec. 31.
not been served for the fifth
up court action on whether to
A federal grand jury in person charged, Silous
dismiss Claude E. Vealey's Cleveland indicted Vealey and Huddles ton, president of a
appeal of his extradition to four other persons with UMW local in La Follette,
Pennsylvania to stand trial in conspiracy in the Yablonski Tenn., and father of Mrs.
the slayings of United Mine slaying.
The five have GiUy.
Workers official Joseph remained in northern Ohio
Yablonski, his wife and Jails since the federal indaughter.
dictments.
Asst. Cuyahoga County
Pennsylvania authorities
Prosecutor Dennis J. Maguire later charged the five with
•
filed a supplemental brief first-degree murder and have
Tuesday in the 8th District complained about the delay in
Ohio Court of Appeals.
extraditing Vealey because
The brief was to prod ac- they want to try him first.
tion on a motion he filed Oct.
Each of the five will be
22 calling for dismissal of tried seperately.
Vealey's appeal because
Mrs. Annette GiUy, 29, of
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE
Vealey failed to complete his East Cleveland, had her exANACHRONISM, INC.
appeal by Sept. 25 deadline. tradition hearing date set for
Will meet in the Capital
Vealey, of Cleveland, had Dec. 15 in separate action Room of the Union from 7-9
until Nov. 2 to respond to the Tuesday.
p.m. Bring contributions to
motion to dismiss the appeal,
Also fighting extradition buy rattan. There will be
which has been pending since are her 36-year-old husband, further planning for next
Aug. 6.
Paul E. Gilly, and Aubran W. quarter, and information on
The Yablonskis were slain Martin, 23, of Cleveland.
12th Night Revels.
DEAN'S ADVISORY
COUNCIL
Will meet in the Conference
Room, Hayes Hall at 1 p.m.
Dean Vogt will be there to
discuss his speech.

50 Radioactive

3

IT

33 Excite.
35 Sovereignty.

nickname.
46 Wild
Australian

TO
DO
TODaY

2

14 Ceremonial
processions.
21 Third power.
24 Community
group in
Paris.
26 Live
together.
28 Scandinavian.
3D Place.
32 Coddle.
34 Infinite
degree.
35 Stress.
36 Preach: var.
37 Blood
component.

15

42

Al 7:20 S 9:20

joer

1

42 Babble.
43 Man's

Sot. & Sun. Mot.
Al 2:20 & 4:40

-JUDITH CRIST

DOWN
1 Abjure.

3»

NOW SHOWING

"MTU IS SUPERB. HE PERFORMS WITH AS
MUCH HAISH POWER AS THE YOUNG BRANDO
AND IS FUNNIER THAN BRANDO COULD
EVER HOPE TO REP'-TIME MAGAZINE
"AN OSCAR NOMINATION TOR PETER BOYLE!"

56 Indorhinese
language.
57 Fodder pits
var.
59 Weaken.
61 Tristan's
spouse.
62 Servant.
63 Establish.
64 Hermits.

35

"ifS A MAD,
MAD. MAD.
MAD WORLD'

"A BEAUTIFUL PERFORMANCE. THE
CAST IS NOTHING SHORT OF PERFECT!"

ACROSS
1 Remaining.
9 European
language.
11/
"nction.
IP Breed of
sheep
il Grants.
18 Kqual.
19 Consumed.
20 Nails again.
22 Superlative
ending.
23 Current
events.
25 Knave.
26 North
American
Indian.
27 Tailor's
rule.
29 Snout.
30 Chinese
Kolitiral
imily.
31 Contend.

41 King of
Israel.

STANLEY KRAMER

This is the performance
the whole country's
talking about!

Piloting his own Caravelle
Jet, Hussein flew to Saudi
Arabia to request help from
King Faisal to offset more
than $70 million in subsidies to
Jordan which Libya and
Kuwait cancelled during the
Jordanian civil war in September.
He was flying to Cairo
yesterday to discuss his
proposal for an Arab summit
conference on the problem of
Palestinian refugees. He
wants to set up a Palestinian
state in the area west of the
Jordan River that Israel took
in the June 1967 war. Israel
has indicated it would give up
the west bank and some other
territories in a peace settlement.

Brief hopes to speed
Yablonski trial action

JUST AN AVERAGE
BUNCH OF AMERICANSOR ARE THEY?

X'mevnaT

■ Jonea

38 Vexes.
39 Annoys.

IT'S NOW!

2 Actor.
3 Firm.
4 Business
term: abbr.
5 Ruminant.
6 Beneath.
7 Chemical
compound.
8 French
novelist.
9 Vapor.
10 Curved
glass.
11 Southern
constellation.
12 Snakelike.
13 Vaguely.

f7T T?»

LAUEJ

D.J.islias Rlflemanl When is
that lilllr silver snake going to
crawl around my ssitai Love
Barb
Congratulations Joyce and
Bob on your engagement.
Gamma Phi's
TO ME BABY HONEYS:
WHAT* I LOVE YOU!
YOUR
HONEES
Thanks F.F.W.C. (or the
greatest birthday ever. You
are all lop*. Love Marsha
ZEKE the TEKE, wishes to
congratulate Bob 4 Patty on
their
pinning!!!
SKI and DOC: As the Mondays Pass Every now and then
you find a Friday-Keep
Smilmg

excellent cond CO call 3525944 alter S
'63 VW bus for sale-engine
shot-body good-ISO or bait
offerOS3-1406
ForSale: Genuine Fur Coats
in Great Shape. Only 125 fall
354-3211 or 352-5653
'66 Mustang hardtop. 2St 4
barrel. "I". 4 spd. I owner.
No accidents a good car.
Phone 352-5170 p.m hrs.
12-ebnng Conrad guitar. 3 yri
old Call 3524263
VATAN'S 114 S. Main-10 per
cent off everything thru Dec.
12 Unique Gift* (ran 11.00 up
67 Mustang Hardtop olive
black 2B VI Automatic radio
clean $1350 Ph 352-7773 after 3

Wanted:
1 girl to sublet
apartment winter quarter call
352-0632
Wanted to Rant: 1 student
needs (urn. apt for winter qtr.
Call 352-7046 alter 5
For Rent Apt lor 1 close to
campus
Call
352-1252
Female:
Senior needs
apartment (or winter and
spring quarter. Call 354-2751
Needed One male to sublease
Apt. M0-A1I utilities paid Call
Bob 352-715*
Roommates wanted In Wuv
throp S. Call 352-4352
NEEDED:
Female roommate-Student pr*(. grad.Varalty Sq Winter and Spring
Karen 364-7211 or 2MA-LSB

FR1D1G
and
PROPOSITIONS- What was
real.-we missed it' Stinky and
Worried

Marina Corps Uniforms (or
Sale Blue* Green Fatigues
call 352*7* after 5

FOR SALE

'62 Corvette-new Ore*, rebuilt
drive-Iran with Hurst shifter.
Nice W0 call 353-4102 altar 3

Wemales needed to sub-let
apartment, MO month, call
264-7731 between II am-7 pa

Female Roommate Needed:
Valentine Apts. 352-0723

Wanted: Hip couple to share
(3) badroom house. Married
or Unmarried Call

AND RENT

RECORDS! Okuas! 20.000 in
Stock Send 1.35 (or 2,000 listing
catalog. Mall Orders Filled
RECORD CENTER 1M6 W.
25th cleve.. Ohio Record
Tape*
GIFTS-Jewelry, pottery.
leather mean more from
Philip Morton Contemporary
Jeweler. 110 W. Wooittr.
For Sale-IMS Falcon Future.
Converlabl* New tires a.
Batter- . completely win.
WiaeJA-1 shape Call 352-60*4
I tolpjn.
14 Chevy- Sharp! M«*t*a*to
believe.
351-7641
1 spd. Columbia Iboy'sl bin

Room Avail, (or I or 1 al 111
Ross Hotel kitchen Prtv 1100
per month Contact ManagerRon
Hotel

Local Lagan Hall (or rant at
City Part. Call 36*4375

M-Rooramate hkaded-Wlalar
4 Spring-Varsity Square SS3-

Wanted ((male roommate
winter-spring quarter
University Court* low rant
392-1344

PERFECT APART.
FOR
ONE GIRL HURRY OR
YOU'LL MISS IT! PHONE
35S-71M or 352-7331

Male roommate needed
winter and spring qtrs OH
JeiTy Ml

Needed- One female to
sublease apartment winter
quarter Call Charlotte 352-7714

2 man apt to sublet for winter
4 spring quarters DM par
month, all utilities paid call
351420 .fter
" I

Single Room-Available.
spring quarters (or male
student Near Camps. Call 364-

■■
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Nationalists kidnap consul
SAN SEABASTIAN, Spain
(AP) - Basque terrorists
kidnaped the honorary West
German consul in San
Sebastian and are holding him
hostage for 15 Basque
nationalists who go on trial in
Burgos today, a French
Basque organization reported
yesterday.
The Basque Anai-Artea, or
Between Brothers Association

A.iocioi.d Pr... Wlraphole

WORKMEN FOR the Matthews Co. polish the mold tor a new 56-foot
fiberglass boat. The Port Clinton plant builds boats only in the 45 to
65 foot range costing between sioo.ooo and $325,000.

OIP seeks tour applicants
The Office of International
Programs is planning to select
two qualified American senior
or graduate students who
would like to take advantage
of an opportunity to attend
school and teach at the
Universidad Industrial De
Santander in Bucaramanga.
Columbia.
This will provide these
students with an opportunity
to attend the University for a

period of one academic year
with tuition and fees paid, with
a part-time job teaching
English to lower division
Colombian University
students, and a chance to visit
and live in northern South
America.
Interested persons should
call by the Office of International Programs.
Also required will be an
appropriate recommendation

concerning the Spanish
language abilities of the applicants to be provided by Dr.
Diane Pretzer or Dr. Clifford
Gallant of the department of
romance languages.

Meteorite yields
data on life origin
WASHINGTON'AP) Scientists have discovered the
building blocks of life in a
meteorite that crashed into
earth near
Murchison.
Australia, on Sept. 28, 1969.
Amino
acids
were
discovered by space agency
researchers working at the
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's Ames
Research Center in Mountain
View, Calif.

YOUNG's
gift and art shop

g

Hollmcrk Christmas Cords
Center pieces. Coor decorations
Candles
Music Boxes
Museum reproductions
p
layboy puzzles

#r v- Wr- XT- V- &■ V- &• V- itfr- V- V- JS*fc

| CHRISTMAS
i
SALE

10% OFF S,
oi everything

Unique Unuiuol gifts
lor lorn,I, & In.no.

in the Store
Now-Dee 12

from SI.00- up.

Vatan's
Import + Gifts
Item from
17 Cewntriei

194 South Main St.

Store Hours:
9-9 Won.- Sol.

Genuine Pert'on Teo terved during rh« »ol«.

rMM-M*M&*M&-M'M&*M*M'±Z

AlZiElL
Eve ot 7:00 & 9:20
Sat & Sun Mat. Only
of 4:30

Political Turmoil-Riot-Slums
Prostitution-Dope.,
Put Them All
Together And You've Got..
iMoRei ••■»• H

!WUSA

I/VOODMM0I91O

epktorafwaw

PAUL
JOANNE
ANTHONY
NEWMAN WOODWARD PERKINS

WUSA
WMHGt! DONGCOOON WC"«. VO"V». »

. |«M«M» ...——

ema CABOT aoBUioKM vaxst***-"IMmOKM HARVEY

"The find is probably the
first conclusive proof of extraterrestrial chemical
evolution, the chemical
processes which precede the
origin of life," said Dr. Cyril
Ponnamperuma, head of the
research team.
The discovery could
provide a new time sequence
for the origin of life both on
earth and in the universe.

SOCRATES CAVE 18 & Over

several German industrial
firms in San Sebastian, drove
into his garage Tuesday night,
then drove out again with
several other men in the car.
Police said a red car with
French license plates followed
Schaefer's sedan.
The West German Embassy in Madrid issued a
statement saying: "We know
a group of people overwhelmed the consul about
10:30 p.m. Tuesday and drove
away with his own car with
him and another car
following. Since then he has
vanished."
The embassy said it has

received no word "from
persons concerned with the
consul's disappearance." But
there was speculation that the
ETA. a terrorist group
dedic.' .d to achieving independence for the four
Basque provinces in north
central Spain, abducted
Schaefer to use him in
bargaining for the release of
the Basques.
The ETA had said it would
retaliate for the trial but did
not say how.
The
defendants
are
charged with banditry and
terrorism, and 12 of them are
expected to be linked with the

ETA . The prosecution is
expected to ask the death
penalty for six of the men.
Police said if the ETA kidnaped Schaefer, the kidnapers
probably would lie low until
the trial begins or sentence is
passed.
The Spanish Basques
have been fighting for independence for
centuries.
Numbering about 1.5 million,
they make up 5 percent of
Spain's population, and officials of the Spanish government claim they are
responsible for 95 per cent of
the
nation's
political
terrorism.

CENTRAL FOUNDRY DIVISION
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
DEFIANCE (OHIO) PLANTS

COLLEGE JUNIORS AND SENIORS
NORTHWESTERN OHIO STUDENTS
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS

Graduate Room - For 21 & Over
2150 E. 18th St.

at Christmas
it's time
to think

in Bayonne, France, said it
had received a message from
the Spanish-Basque ETA
organization that 59-year-old
Eugene Beihl Shaefer is "in its
hands."
The message reportedly
said Schaefers fate depends
on what happens to the 15
Basques at their trial.
Witnesses told
police
Schaefer, who represents

Cleveland

"THE PLACE TO PLAY
OVER THE HOLIDAYS''
Wed. Felly Assembled
Fri. Irass Ring

Sat. Meitage

TO CONFIRM YOUR
PERSONAL RESERVATION
PHONE COLLECT AREA CODE 419-^84-8324 MR. SHAW

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

n

^R9

----- -

-- ^n
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BOBBING FOR BREATH is one of the butterfly
specialists for the women's swim team which was un-

beaten. Jan Haker was one and Debby Baltz another.

Team of walk-ons win 'em all
ByVtnMannix
Assistant Sports Editor
There was this team this
fall, you see, which practiced
at times, like when you'd be
falling out of bed for a 10
o'clock, and also when you'd
be sitting down for supper
around five.
This
team
was
a
conglomeration of "walkons," (no grant-in-aiders)
whose raw talents were
molded into an unbeaten
season by a woman, too
chipper to be called simply
"coach," and who zips around
in her son's 1971 TR-4.
That team is Bowling
Green's women's swim team,
and "coach" is Mrs. Jean
Campbell.
When they recently dunked
Western Michigan 54-50, the
girls finished up a 34 season,
which also included wins over
Miami and Eastern Michigan.
One remarkable thing

WHO ME, Coach of the year? That's very flattering, but the girls
deserve the credit for our undefeated record - Mrs. Jean Cambell,
flashing a winning smile, beside Sue Svenson.

about this feat is that besides
squeezing in practice time In
the Natatorium, "coach"
Campbell had a squad of girls
who weren't "recruited"
unlike most other intercollegiate sports, even
women's. She was merely
hoping for the best this fall,
while trying to hone the ttrls
into a sharper team for winter
competition.
As it turned out a "sapling"
swim team grew up long
before the snow will fall.
"This was our strongest
team, and we had a lot more
depth," said Kathy Haas, a cocaptain who swam the
freestyle, and backstroke.
"We had girls who could be
used in any thing, they were
good in any race."
Among
these
"utilitywomen" were Amy
Smith who is considered the
team's top swimmer, though
just a freshman.
Against
Western Michigan Amy took
firsts in the 50, and 100 yard

Photography by

freestyle, and, with Bowling
Green behind 47-50, she was in
on the Falcons 200 yard
freestyle relay which won that
last event, and the meet.
Nancy Faust, another
freshman
"utilitywoman",
was the anchorwoman on that
relay team, and also swam on
the 200 yard medley relay
which took second.
One other "you name it, I'll
swim it" tankerette is Jan
Haker, a three year veteran
who took third in the 50 yard
fly stroke, and second in the
100 yard individual medley.
Pat Brown and Debbie
Baltz were other winners for
Bowling Green, Pat taking
the 200 yard freestyle, and
Debbie, the 50 yard freestyle.
Second place winners included Kathy Haas in the 200
yard freestyle, and 100 yard
backstroke; Barb Parrish in
the 50 yard freestyle; and
Miss Baltz again in the 100
yard freestyle.

HERES A DIVING exhibition by Jane
Hamilton, first getting psyched, then
flipping out, her body controlled all the
way.

Plunging

Carl J. Skalak, Jr.

s****f
'■»_•
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OPEN MOUTHED
exhilaration
is
shown
by
this
shimmering
women swimmer.

AND THEN there is the backstroke,
demonstrated here by Amy Smith, perhaps

the best member of the team, although only a
freshman. This is also Kath Haas' specialty.

Dayton game here, a sellout
SCORING REVIEW
PLAYER FG

FT RB PT

Walker 9-17
ConnaUy 7-14
Badennop 5-11
Hill
44
Hymes
3-4
Henson 4-7
Quayle
44
3-4
Run
3-7
Lessig
2-2
Babfk
2-3
Booms
Scott
14
Perrine 0-1

6-7
M
2-2

TEAM

3
14
6

1-2
3-4

0-2
04
04
04
04
0-1
14
04

4745 1344 53

107

Halftiroe: 4341 BG; Crowd:
3312.

The University of Dayton
scouted us Tuesday night, but
the report to Flyer head coach
Don Donoher must be confusing and sketchy at beat
Falcon skipper Bob Conibear
saw to that, shuffling players
in and out, like It was hockey,
or
perhaps,
"platoon
basketball."
Public address announcer
James Hof probably worked
up a sweat, regulating the stop
and go traffic around the
scorer's table and pressing
that buzzer. And It wasn't a
case of rolling it up, then
emptying the bench.
The Falcons were lagging
behind
16-14,
when
sophomores Al Ruse and Jeff

Lessig were sent in for a
spark. Reserve forward Tom
Scott, a bull off the boards,
and slender southpaw Dalynn
Badennop soon replaced slickshooting Rich Walker and
foul-slowed Jim
Connelly.
And senior sub Eric Hymes
got the first relief call when
starting soph Le Henson
started coming undone, the
ace bandage on his thigh, that
is.
Burly Jeff Booms literally
picked apart one courageous
Colonel and flipped in a few
layups, and swift guard Tom
Babfk received one of the
biggest cheers for boosting BG
over the 100 mark with his
swish from the side.

The home basketball game
with Dayton Saturday night is
a sellout according to Athletic
Department officials.
OTHER TUESDAY SCORES
Toledo 79 Idaho 64
OU 81 W Va Wesleyan 61
Miami S3 Muskingum 67
Kent 90 OshkoshSt 74
Dayton 90 Baldwin Wall 47
Utah St 95 OSUS9
Cincinnati 85 Cleveland St 75
Detroit 108 Hillsdale 61
Loyola 68 St John (Minn) 56
St Joe's (Pa) 81 Albright 63
Nlllinois 76 MichSt 75
Notre Dame 94 Michigan 81
Kentucky 115 J4 Warn 100
Kansas 69 Long Beach St 52

